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Michael Mayer
Akademie für Politische Bildung
Alexandra Bettag
Universität der Bundeswehr München
Georgeta Pourchot
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Registration
Please register for the conference before March 13, 2018 by using our online application form or with our secretary:
Simone Zschiegner
Tel.: +49 8158 256-47
Fax: +49 8158 256-51
s.zschiegner@apb-tutzing.de

Conference Fee
Including room and board 75 Euro (Reduced Fee 45 Euro).
Including meals but without room 45 Euro (Reduced Fee 35 Euro).

We kindly ask you to pay the conference registration fee in cash in Euros at the Academy office upon your arrival at the conference. Please note we have no facilities for processing credit card payments on site so kindly ensure you have the correct amount in Euros when you arrive. (For those coming from abroad, there are money change facilities at Munich Airport.)

If you are registered, but cannot take part for some reason, you should notify the Academy by March 22, 2018 (at the latest); otherwise we will have to charge 50% of the conference fee.

Meals
All meals are included in the conference fee. Vegetarian meals can be served if the Academy is notified in advance.

Tutzing is located approximately 40 km southwest of Munich on Lake Starnberg.

From the Central Station (Hauptbahnhof): Take the urban railway S-6 to Tutzing or the regional train (RB) towards Garmisch-Partenkirchen/Innsbruck/Murnau/Kochel/Seefeld till Tutzing. The train departs from track 27-38 (main level) every half hour.

From the airport take the urban railway S-1 or S-8 to Munich Central Station and follow the instructions above.

The Academy is located in about 22 walking minutes from the Tutzing Train Station. You will also find cabs and a Bus directly at the front entrance.

Take freeway A95 towards Garmisch-Partenkirchen, then exit to Starnberg and continue on the federal highway (B2 / direction Weilheim) until you enter the town of Traubing, then take a left. At the end of the road turn right to Tutzing. The Akademie für Politische Bildung is on your left shortly after passing the town sign Tutzing.

Our guests are invited to use the charging points of the Academy for E-vehicles (cars, scooters, bikes) free of charge.

In cooperation with the Universität der Bundeswehr München and the Virginia Tech, Blacksburg

International Refugee Research
Evidence for Smart Policy

March 23 – 24, 2018
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session/Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.15 am</td>
<td>Breakfast for Guests Staying Overnight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9.00 am | Welcome Address – Introduction  
Akademie für Politische Bildung, Tunzing  
Manuela Pietraß  
Universität der Bundeswehr München  
Guru Ghosh  
Joel Peters  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg |
| 9.30 am | The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the Refugee Crisis in 2015  
Kelly T. Clements  
Deputy High Commissioner for Refugees, Geneva  
Chair: Arne Niemann  
Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz |
| 10.30 am | Coffee Break                                      |
| 11.00 am | 1st Section: Departure and Arrival  
"Your Name is 'Refugee'": Migrants’ Journey Narratives and the Challenge to the European Union Migration Management Regime  
Hamza Safouane  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
"It’s a Shame to Lose Everything": Coping with Disrupted and Immobilized Migratory Journeys After Deportations in Mali  
Susanne U. Schultz  
Universität Bielefeld  
Chair: Amanda Klekowski von Kopenfels  
University of Kent, Brussels |
| 11.30 am | Coffee Break                                      |
| 12.30 pm | Lunch                                              |
| 2.30 pm | Background Information II  
The European Arena: Similarities and Differences of Refugee Policy in the Member States of the European Union  
Arne Niemann  
Chair: Georgeta Pourchot |
| 4.00 pm | Coffee Break                                      |
| 4.30 pm | 2nd Section: Refugee Resettlement vs Ad Hoc Arrivals: Challenges of Comparison  
Amanda Klekowski von Kopenfels  
Civil Infrastructure and Community Capacity for Refugee Resettlement and Integration  
Gary Kirk  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Cooperation or Contestation? Organizational Change and Donor Preferences in the Case of a Refugee Resettlement Agency  
Sabbir Khan  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Programs for the Settlement and Integration of Refugees in Kenya, 1970s-1980s  
Brett Shadle  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Chair: Debora Milly  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg |
| 6.30 pm | Dinner                                             |
| 8.15 am | Background Information III                       |
| 9.00 am | The German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees and the Migrant Wave  
Katrin Hirseland  
Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge, Nürnberg  
Chair: Michael Mayer |
| 10.30 am | Coffee Break                                      |
| 11.00 am | Asylum Seeking and Jurisdiction in Western Germany after World War II  
Michael Mayer  
More Than Just a Crowd: A Case Study of Spontaneous Volunteers and Coordinated Action  
Susanne Fischer  
Universität der Bundeswehr München  
Local against Federal Refugee Policy to Create "Refugee-Scapes" – "Church Asylum" in Germany  
Dieter Müller  
Societas Jesu, Jesuit Refugee Service, München  
Resettlement, Local Integration, and Humanitarian Protection in Japan and Elsewhere  
Deborah Milly  
Chair: Alexandra Bettag |
| 12.00 pm | Lunch                                             |
| 2.30 pm | The Integration of Refugees in Germany Since 2015  
Petra Bendel  
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg  
Chair: Joel Peters |
| 3.00 pm | Methodology, Data Integrity, and Practice: A Rubric for Refugee Policy  
Analyzing the Social Integration of Refugees through Text Analysis of Social Media Data  
Claire Kelling  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Refugee Integration in Newer EU Member States  
Georgeta Pourchot and Dawn Cutler  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Tools of Integration: A Case Study of Blacksburg Refugees Partnership  
Khaled Hassouna, Katrina Powell, Katherine Randall  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Chair: Teresa Koloma Beck  
Universität der Bundeswehr München |
| 4.30 pm | Coffee Break                                      |
| 5.00 pm | "They Are all Traumatised!" War Experiences and Psycho-Social Distress among Refugees  
Teresa Koloma Beck  
Resettled Iraqis’ Experiences and Perceptions of Belonging and Democratic Possibilities in the US  
Jake Keyel  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Obstacles to Social Integration of Syrian Refugees in Jordan  
Kee Jeong Kim  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
A Synthetic Population Model of Refugee Populations in Lebanon  
Samarth Swarup  
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg  
Chair: Guru Ghosh |
| 6.30 pm | End of Conference, Dinner                         |